


experience
Before

It is important to book as soon as possible as I do tend to book months in advance. If you
have already had your baby, contact me and I will see if I can fit you in.
My session fee is $150 for your newborn session and includes parents & siblings. You
will also receive a comprehensive how to prepare guide to make your session as stress-
free and relaxed as possible. If you have won or purchased a voucher, this will already be
included.

During

Your session will range from 2-3 hours at my studio in Redlynch. Upon arrival I will just
have a quick chat with you about your session and go over any concerncs or questions.
We will try different poses and most importantly we go with the flow. We are on baby
time. There is no rush. Siblings & Family oortraits are taken at the start so that they can
relax and Dad can take them to the park near by or for an ice cream.
 
Straight after your session we will go through your images and you will have the
opportunity to purchase the images you love and select which collection you would like
to purchase.
If you have a voucher, you will have credit to use against the purchase of your package.
 
Payment is available in any combination of cash, credit card, bank transfer, afterpay or
in house lay buy. 

After
After your session, I will begin the photo editing process. This process generally takes 3-4
weeks. Once your gallery is complete, I will contact you via email with your link and
password to download your files. If you have ordered any wall art, albums, or matted
prints, this can take another 2 weeks.





1. WHEN
We recommend booking prior to your baby’s
birth so that we can ensure that your date will fall
within the prime time for a newborn session.
Plan to contact us when you are just over 3-6
months along. Baby’s session should be
scheduled within their first 14 days
 
2. WHERE
Newborn sessions take place at my studio in
Redlynch, where everything is available if need
be.  The studio is both quiet, clean and free of
distractions. 

3. TIPS
Keep your baby fed and awake prior to your
session. It can be difficult to keep baby from sleep,
but it will be worth it for the session. Plan for as
quiet of a session as possible to keep baby calm
and asleep. The most important tip I can offer is to
just relax. There will be challenges at times, but we
will quickly figure out what will work for you & baby!
 
4. WHAT
You will receive a comprehensive guide as to what
to wear and how to prepare for your session.

session tips





Dee was wonderful at our maternity shoot she
engaged our two boys immediately and had them
smiling and enjoying themselves in no time which
resulted in the most amazing photos.
Our newborn shoot she was very patient and
professional and again captured some amazing
photos for us. Very happy with our choice in using
Dee & grateful for the beautiful photos we have to
treasure and share. – Tiff Rowsell

Had an awesome experience with Dee, no joke about
being a baby whisper! Was absolutely fantastic with my
girl, and the photos turned out so beautiful. Something
that can be treasured as she will never be so small
again. Thanks Dee 
-          Kelly Brown

Dee was absolutely amazing with our kids and family.
Our newborn was quite windy and didn't want to sleep
alot for the newborn shoot. Dee was so calm and
patient getting her to sleep to capture our gorgeous
photos. I Am beyond happy with both our shoots and
we will have beautiful photos and memories to last a
lifetime. I will definitely choose Dee again for future
shoots. thanks again dee xxx
-          Laura Trigilo
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questions
HOW LONG WILL MY SESSION BE?
Your newborn session will be 2-3 hours. Please do
not schedule any appointments after your newborn
sessions.
 
CAN SIBLINGS ATTEND?
Siblings are welcome if they are being photographed
with the newborn. We do request that Dad take
siblings to the nearby park & creak or for an ice
cream. Keeping the environment calm and stress free
for mum is important for me to provide you with the
best images of your new baby.
 
Is Parent photos included?
Yes parents are included in my newborn sessions.
Please note that grandparents are not able to be
included in the session.
 
HOW MANY CHANGES OF CLOTHING
SHOULD I BRING?
Accidents & poop happens! That is just how babies
work. Be sure to bring several clothing changes just
in case!
 
WHEN WILL MY PHOTOS BE READY?
This process of editing your photo’s and setting up
your online gallery generally takes 3 to 4 weeks.
Once your gallery is complete, I will contact you via
email with your link and password.
 
 WILL MY GALLERY BE PRIVATE?
Yes, the online gallery that I set up for you will be
private. As soon as I have completed the galley, I will
provide a password for you.








